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Abstract—We propose a linear transceiver scheme for the
asymmetric two-user multiple access channel with additive Gaus-
sian noise and quantized feedback. The quantized feedback
link is modeled as an information bottleneck subject to a rate
constraint. We introduce a superposition scheme that splits the
transmit power between an Ozarow-like linear-feedback code and
a conventional code that ignores the feedback. We study the
achievable sum rate as a function of the feedback quantization
rate and we show that sum rate maximization leads to a difference
of convex functions problem that we solve via the convex-concave
procedure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Noiseless feedback is known to enhance the capacity of
the multiple access channel (MAC) [1]. For the single-user
additive white Gaussian noise channel, Schalkwijk and Kailath
proposed a remarkably simple linear feedback scheme that
achieves capacity and yields an error probability that de-
creases doubly exponentially in the block length [2], [3].
Ozarow extended the Schalkwijk-Kailath scheme to the two-
user Gaussian MAC with perfect feedback [4] and proved
it to achieve the feedback capacity. Since the assumption of
perfect feedback is unrealistic, later work focused on noisy
feedback. Gastpar extended Ozarow’s scheme and applied it
to noisy feedback [5], [6] and it was shown by Lapidoth and
Wigger that even non-perfect feedback is always beneficial [7].
Unfortunately, many of the schemes proposed do not have the
simplicity of the original Ozarow scheme and the achievable
rate regions are very hard to analyze. We previously proposed
a simple, Ozarow-like superposition coding scheme for the
symmetric Gaussian MAC with quantized feedback [8]. Here,
symmetric means identical channel gains. We now extend this
work to the asymmetric Gaussian MAC with arbitrary channel
gains and quantized feedback.

Notation: We use boldface letters for column vectors and
upright sans-serif letters for random variables. The identity
matrix is denoted by I . Expectation is written as E{·} and
a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 is
denoted byN (µ, σ2). We use the notation I(·; ·) for the mutual
information [9]. All logarithms are to base 2.
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Figure 1: Two-user Gaussian MAC with common feedback
link.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS

We propose a superposition of feedback-based encoding and
conventional (non-feedback) coding for the two-user Gaussian
MAC with arbitrary channel gains and quantized feedback.
We model the feedback quantization as channel output com-
pression via the information bottleneck principle [10]–[13],
which allows the receiver to use the quantization noise as
side-information. We assess the sum rate achievable with our
superposition scheme and quantify the impact of the power
(equivalently, rate) splitting between the two constituent codes.
Finally, we show that maximizing the sum rate by optimizing
the power (rate) allocation is a difference of convex functions
(DC) problem [14] and we solve this problem numerically via
the convex-concave procedure (CCP) [15].

A. MAC Model and Proposed Coding Scheme

We study the two-user asymmetric Gaussian MAC with
(quantized) feedback (see Fig. 1). Here, the transmitters send
the independent length-n Gaussian user signals xi[k], i = 1, 2,
and the receiver observes the signal

y[k] = h1x1[k] + h2x2[k] + z[k]. (1)

The channel gains h1 and h2 are assumed to be known by
both transmitters and receiver and the channel introduces i.i.d.
additive Gaussian noise z ∼ N (0, σ2I). We impose the
average transmit power constraint (here, expectation is with
respect to the messages and the channel noise)

1

n

n∑
k=1

E
{
x21[k] + x22[k]

}
≤ P. (2)



The transmitters communicate independent messages θ1, θ̃1
and θ2, θ̃2 to a single receiver. Here and in what follows,
superscript tilde denotes quantities based on exploitation of the
channel output feedback. The messages are uniformly drawn
from finite sets with cardinalities M1, M̃1, M2, M̃2, and
mapped to the transmit signals according to the superposition

xi[k] = ϕi,k(θi) + ϕ̃i,k
(
θ̃i,w

(k−1)), (3)

k = 1, . . . , n. Here, ϕi,k : Mi → R denotes a conventional
encoder with power constraint

1

n

n∑
k=1

E
{
ϕ2
i,k(θi)

}
≤ Pi, (4)

with expectation over all possible transmit messages θi. The
conventional encoder completely ignores the feedback signal.
Furthermore, w(k−1) = (w[1] . . . w[k − 1])> denotes the past
quantized feedback and ϕ̃i,k : M̃i × Rk−1 → R is the
feedback-based encoder with power constraint

1

n

n∑
k=1

E
{
ϕ̃2
i,k

(
θ̃i,w

(k−1))} ≤ P̃i, (5)

with expectation over all possible transmit messages θ̃i and
channel realizations. This encoder has causal access to the
quantized feedback and works as in the original Ozarow
scheme (see Section III-B).

B. Feedback Quantization

In our model, the channel output at the receiver is quantized
before being fed back to the transmitters. More specifically,
the receiver performs successive cancellation, i.e., it subtracts
the estimates ϕi,k(θ̂i) of the conventional codewords from the
received signal y[k] (cf. (1)), and quantizes the residual,

w[k] = Q
(
y[k]− h1 ϕ1,k(θ̂1)− h2 ϕ2,k(θ̂2)

)
.

The quantization Q(·) is modeled as an information bot-
tleneck, i.e., the mutual information between compressed
received signal and transmit signal is maximized under a rate
constraint. It was shown in [12] that rate-information optimal
channel output compression amounts to additive Gaussian
quantization noise, whose variance in our setup is given by

σ2
q = σ2 1 + (h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)/σ

2

22R − 1
. (6)

Here, R denotes the quantization rate. For the MAC with
noisy feedback the extra noise on the feedback channel is
detrimental since it is not known by any node. In our model
the transmitters also receive degraded versions of the channel
output, but the receiver knows the quantization error of the
feedback signal (having itself performed the quantization).
With this observation, our scheme can be reduced to an equiv-
alent MAC with perfect feedback in which the quantization
error represents additional channel noise. The knowledge of
this extra noise is exploited at the receiver.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Gaussian Information Bottleneck

Feedback quantization causes a penalization of the mutual
information underlying capacity. This penalization is captured
via the information-rate function I(R) for the compression
of Gaussian channel outputs [12]. We thus briefly review the
information bottleneck method [10], specifically the Gaussian
information bottleneck [11].

Let x− y−w be a Markov chain, where w is a compressed
representation of y and the joint distribution of x and y is
known. The IBM solves the variational problem

min
p(w|y)

I(y;w)− βI(x;w). (7)

Here, x is called the relevance variable, I(x;w) is the relevant
information, and I(y;w) is the compression rate. The param-
eter β > 0 determines the trade-off between compression rate
and relevant information.

We next consider the case of jointly Gaussian zero-mean
random vectors x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn, which we assume to have
full rank covariance matrices. It was shown in [16] that the
optimal w is jointly Gaussian with y and can be written as

w = Ay + ξ, (8)

where A is a particular matrix and ξ ∼ N (0,Cξ) is
independent of y. We next formalize the trade-off between
compression rate and relevant information.

Definition 1. Let x − y − w be a Markov chain. The rate-
information function I : R+ → [0, I(x; y)] is defined by

I(R) , max
p(w|y)

I(x;w) subject to I(y;w) ≤ R. (9)

The function I(R) quantifies the maximum amount of rele-
vant information that can be preserved when the compression
rate is at most R. The definition (9) is similar to rate-distortion
theory, only that the minimization of distortion is replaced with
a maximization of the relevant information.

Next, we briefly summarize the main results for the scalar
case (n = m = 1) from [12]. Let y = x + z be a Gaussian
channel with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) γ = P/σ2. Here, the
rate-information function equals [12, Theorem 5]

I(R) = C(γ)− 1

2
log(1 + 2−2Rγ), (10)

with the AWGN capacity

C(γ) ,
1

2
log(1 + γ). (11)

Thus, the rate-information function approaches channel capac-
ity as the compression rate R goes to infinity. It has been
shown in [17] that (10) is the solution to a specific Gaus-
sian rate-distortion problem [18], thereby giving operational
meaning to (10). The following Lemma is taken from [12].

Lemma 2. Let x − y − w be a Markov chain with jointly
Gaussian x, y. Optimal compression of y in the sense of
the rate-information function yields an equivalent Gaussian
channel p(w|x). Therefore, a Gaussian input distribution p(x)



satisfying the power constraint of the channel p(y|x) with
equality is capacity-achieving also for the channel p(w|x).

Then, since the overall channel p(w|x) is Gaussian, too, we
can write I(R) = C(η) where

η = γ
1− 2−2R

1 + 2−2Rγ
≤ γ (12)

is the equivalent SNR of the channel p(w|x). This means
that we can model optimal channel output compression by
an additive Gaussian noise term with variance

σ2
q = σ2 1 + γ

22R − 1
. (13)

Our two-user MAC model in (1) can be rewritten as a
multiple-input, single-output model in [13, Section V.-C.] and
results in (13) analogously becoming (6).

B. The Original Ozarow Scheme

Ozarow derived the perfect-feedback capacity of the two-
user Gaussian MAC by extending the Schalkwijk-Kailath
scheme. The key concept of this scheme is the iterative
refinement of the message estimate. In the first two time
slots, both transmitters alternately send their raw messages.
The remaining time slots are used to transmit updates of the
message estimates at the receiver. For infinite block length, this
simple linear scheme is capacity-achieving. Ozarow originally
assumed that the transmitters have access to perfect channel
output feedback and characterized the full capacity region [4].

Theorem 3. The capacity region of the two-user Gaussian
MAC with perfect channel output feedback, transmit powers
P̃1 and P̃2, and channel gains h1 and h2 is the union over
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 of the rate pairs (R̃1, R̃2) satisfying

R̃1 ≤
1

2
log

(
1 +

h21P̃1

σ2
(1− ρ2)

)
, (14)

R̃2 ≤
1

2
log

(
1 +

h22P̃2

σ2
(1− ρ2)

)
, (15)

R̃1 + R̃2 ≤
1

2
log

1 +
h21P̃1 + h22P̃2 +

√
h21P̃1h21P̃2ρ

σ2

 .

(16)

IV. RESULTS

A. Achievable Sum Rate

Our proposed scheme is a superposition of a conventional
encoder and a feedback-based encoder (cf. (3)). Thus, we
can maximize the sum rate by finding the optimum power
(equivalently, rate) splitting between the two encodings jointly
for both transmitters. The conventionally encoded signals
are cancelled at the receiver before quantization such that
the quantization only captures the feedback encoding in the
forward path. This is possible since the receiver has the
quantization noise as side-information (see [8] for details). The
sum rate of the conventional coding scheme is thus given by
the classical Gaussian MAC capacity C0 [9] with noise power
σ2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2 (since the feedback-based codewords act

as additional interference). Then, the achievable sum rate for
fixed feedback transmit powers P̃1 and P̃2 and given total
transmit power P is

R1 +R2 ≤ max
P1+P2≤P−P̃1−P̃2

C0(h
2
1P1, h

2
2P2, σ

2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)

, C. (17)

The sum rate of the feedback coding scheme is given by the
Ozarow capacity CFB [4] with noise power σ2+σ2

q (due to the
additional quantization noise). Then, the achievable sum rate
for fixed transmit powers P1 and P2 and given total transmit
power P is

R̃1 + R̃2 ≤ max
P̃1+P̃2≤P−P1−P2

CFB(h21P̃1, h
2
2P̃2, σ

2 + σ2
q )

, C̃. (18)

Thus, the total achievable sum rate of our proposed scheme
with given total transmit power P yields

R1 +R2 + R̃1 + R̃2 ≤ max
P1+P2+P̃1+P̃2≤P

C+ C̃

, CS . (19)

Finally, simplifying the nested maximizations (implicitly con-
tained in the expressions for C and C̃) to one single maximiza-
tion yields

CS = max
P1+P2+P̃1+P̃2≤P

C0(h
2
1P1, h

2
2P2, σ

2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)

+CFB(h21P̃1, h
2
2P̃2, σ

2 + σ2
q ). (20)

In our previous work on the symmetric MAC [8] this was
the basis a one-dimensional optimization problem, since the
capacity expressions directly yielded the convex part and
the concave part. In the asymmetric case, (20) results in a
multi-dimensional optimization problem where the individual
capacity expressions do not directly yield the convex part and
the concave part.

Expanding the expressions of the capacities in (20) gives

CS = max
P1+P2+P̃1+P̃2≤P

C

(
h21P1

σ2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2

)
+C

(
h22P2

σ2 + h21P1 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2

)
+CFB(h21P̃1, h

2
2P̃2, σ

2 + σ2
q ), (21)

where the signal of transmitter 2 is decoded first and second
the signal of transmitter 1. Then, the first two terms reflect the
classical Gaussian MAC capacity with successive cancellation.
Note that the decoding order of the successive cancellation
operation is irrelevant and independent of the actual values of
the channel gains h1 and h2. Throughout this paper we keep
this order of decoding. Changing the order of decoding simply
amounts to swapping h1 and h2.



B. Concave and Convex Component

Next, we prove that CS can be split into a concave part
C∩(p) and a convex part C∪(p) in the power allocation vector
p = (P1, P2, P̃1, P̃2)

>,

CS = max
1>p≤P

C∩(p) + C∪(p). (22)

Then, this sum rate maximization problem can be solved by
difference of convex functions (DC) programming [15].

Following the lines of the symmetric case [8] and due to
the fact that the pointwise minimum of two concave functions
(the logarithm is concave and especially the sum (14)+(15)
and (16) are concave [4]) preserves concavity [19] we directly
identify CFB(h21P̃1, h

2
2P̃2, σ

2 + σ2
q ) as concave in p.

Furthermore, we expand C0(h
2
1P1, h

2
2P2, σ

2+h21P̃1+h
2
2P̃2)

to

C0(h
2
1P1, h

2
2P2, σ

2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2) =

1/2 log(h21P1 + σ2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)

+1/2 log(h22P2 + σ2 + h21P1 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)

−1/2 log(σ2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)

−1/2 log(σ2 + h21P1 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2). (23)

The concave part C′∩(p) is given by

C′
∩
(p) = 1/2 log(h21P1 + σ2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)

+ 1/2 log(h22P2 + σ2 + h21P1 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)
(24)

Since the concavity is also preserved when summing concave
functions [19] the overall concave component equals

C∩(p) = CFB(h21P̃1, h
2
2P̃2, σ

2 + σ2
q ) + C′

∩
(p) (25)

= CFB(h21P̃1, h
2
2P̃2, σ

2 + σ2
q )

+ 1/2 log(h21P1 + σ2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)

+ 1/2 log(h22P2 + σ2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2) (26)

The convexity of the overall convex component C∪(p),

C∪(p) = −1/2 log(σ2 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2)

−1/2 log(σ2 + h21P1 + h21P̃1 + h22P̃2), (27)

can be easily shown by direct calculation.

C. DC Programming Solution

Since the sum capacity CS is the maximum of the sum
of a convex and a concave function, or equivalently of a
difference of two convex functions, the problem (20) can be
solved by difference of convex functions (DC) programming
[15], introduced by Yuille and Rangarajan as the convex-
concave procedure (CCP) [14]. The DC programming problem
in standard form is given by [15]

minimize
x

f0(x)− g0(x)

subject to fi(x)− gi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m, (28)

where x ∈ Rn is the optimization variable and the functions
fi : Rn → R and gi : Rn → R have to be convex.

The maximization of (22) can be reformulated in standard
form (28), i.e., involving differences of convex functions in

Algorithm 1 Power allocation via CCP

Require: Initial feasible point p0
1: k := 0
2: while stopping criterion not satisfied do
3: Form Ĉk(p) = C∪(pk) + (p− pk)

>∇C∪(pk)
4: Determine pk+1 by solving the convex problem

minimize −C∩(p)− Ĉk(p)
subject to 1>p− P ≤ 0,

−p � 0
5: k := k + 1
6: end while
7: return pk

the objective and in the constraints and yields the following
theorem.

Theorem 4. The problem of maximizing the sum capacity of
the Gaussian MAC with quantized feedback and a superposi-
tion of feedback coding and conventional coding is solved by
finding the solution of the DC problem

minimize
p

− C∩(p)− C∪(p)

subject to 1>p− P ≤ 0, (29)
− p � 0.

The basic idea of the iterative CCP algorithm [14] is to
find a point where the gradient of the convex part in the next
iteration equals the negative gradient of the concave part of
the previous iteration

∇C∪(pk+1) = −∇C∩(pk) (30)

which itself is a convex optimization problem. The solution to
this auxiliary problem decreases monotonically with increas-
ing k and thus converges to a minimum (or saddle point). Lipp
and Boyd [15] give a basic CCP algorithm which requires an
initial feasible point p0, which in our case can be any point in
the interval 0 ≤ 1>p0 ≤ P . Following [15], the CCP approach
leads to Algorithm 1 for power allocation.

In step 3 Algorithm 1 uses a linearization Ĉk(p) of the
convex component C∪(p). The gradient ∇C∪(p) contained in
the linearization can be directly calculated as

∇C∪(p) = −1

2


h2
1

σ2+h2
1P1+h2

1P̃1+h2
2P̃2

0
h2
1

σ2+h2
1P̃1+h2

2P̃2
+

h2
1

σ2+h2
1P1+h2

1P̃1+h2
2P̃2

h2
2

σ2+h2
1P̃1+h2

2P̃2
+

h2
2

σ2+h2
1P1+h2

1P̃1+h2
2P̃2

 .

(31)

If we were able to find the gradient ∇C∩(p) as well and solve
the iteration (30) for pk+1 we could avoid the auxiliary convex
optimization problem. Unfortunately this seems not feasible.

D. Numerical Solution

Figure 2 shows the rates (top) and power allocations (middle
and bottom) obtained by solving (29) versus the feedback
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Figure 2: Top: Normalized achievable rates (in bit) with
superposition coding. Middle and Bottom: Power splitting
(decreasing lines for Pi, increasing lines for P̃i) for various
channel gains h2. h1 = 1, P = 1, σ2 = 10−2 fixed. Horizontal
axis in all plots is the feedback quantization rate R.

quantization rate R. The linear-feedback capacity of the pro-
posed superposition coding scheme is normalized by the no-
feedback MAC capacity C0. Clearly, when R is too small
the feedback is not beneficial at all and the whole transmit
power is allocated to the conventional encoding (see middle
and bottom part of Fig. 2). Above a certain threshold for R,
true superposition is optimal and a capacity gain is achieved. In
contrast to the symmetric case where eventually pure feedback
coding becomes optimal for very large R (almost perfect
feedback), in the asymmetric case (in Fig. 2 for h2 > 1.1)
we can observe that true superposition stays optimal even for
very large R and converges to a non-trivial power splitting
for R → ∞ (perfect feedback). The highest gain in capacity
is achieved in the fully symmetric case and strictly decreases
with increasing asymmetry of the channel gains.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We used the information bottleneck principle to model
the quantization of the feedback in a two-user asymmetric
Gaussian MAC. Using the results from our previous work on
the symmetric Gaussian MAC we generalized this results for
the asymmetric case and showed that most results still hold if

the asymmetry is not too large. We showed that due to the rate
limitation on the common feedback link it is useful to superim-
pose a conventional (non-feedback) scheme over a feedback
coding scheme. We showed that a modified version of the
Ozarow scheme and a superimposed conventional encoding
scheme which are separated at the receiver by successive
cancellation generally yields a larger sum capacity than any
of the two constituent schemes alone. We demonstrated that
the problem of finding the right balance between this two
schemes can be restated as a difference of convex functions
program that can be efficiently solved numerically via the
concave-convex procedure algorithm. Finally, we showed that
the capacity gain decreases with increasing asymmetry of the
channel gains.
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